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"Like A Wrinkle in Time (Miranda's favorite book), When You Reach Me far surpasses the usual whodunit or sci-fi adventure to become an
incandescent exploration of 'life, death, and the beauty of it all.'" —The Washington Post This Newbery Medal winner that has been called
"smart and mesmerizing," (The New York Times) and "superb" (The Wall Street Journal) will appeal to readers of all types, especially those
who are looking for a thought-provoking mystery with a mind-blowing twist. Shortly after a fall-out with her best friend, sixth grader Miranda
starts receiving mysterious notes, and she doesn’t know what to do. The notes tell her that she must write a letter—a true story, and that she
can’t share her mission with anyone. It would be easy to ignore the strange messages, except that whoever is leaving them has an uncanny
ability to predict the future. If that is the case, then Miranda has a big problem—because the notes tell her that someone is going to die, and
she might be too late to stop it. Winner of the Boston Globe–Horn Book Award for Fiction A New York Times Bestseller and Notable Book
Five Starred Reviews A Junior Library Guild Selection "Absorbing." —People "Readers ... are likely to find themselves chewing over the details
of this superb and intricate tale long afterward." —The Wall Street Journal "Lovely and almost impossibly clever." —The Philadelphia Inquirer
"It's easy to imagine readers studying Miranda's story as many times as she's read L'Engle's, and spending hours pondering the provocative
questions it raises." —Publishers Weekly, Starred review
Relates the adventures of a boy growing up at the time of the Mexican Revolution.
In a changing and complex environment currently facing the main challenges of sustainable development, effective management of
knowledge, intellectual assets, organizational learning, and talent management are the basis for social innovation and new ways of
competition. In this sense, management and business practice are incorporating social and environmental demands made by all types of
stakeholders to improve business decisions and strategies. Knowledge Management for Corporate Social Responsibility provides research
exploring the theoretical and practical aspects of linking firm profitability, social development, and natural environment in respect to business
management practices. Featuring coverage on a broad range of topics such as employer branding, intellectual capital, and organizational
performance, this book is ideally designed for business professionals, small business owners, entrepreneurs, academicians, researchers, and
business students.
Even the library has to sleep! This calming bedtime story says good night to the library and all the fun it holds--from books and story time to
computers and comics. A charming ode to everyone's favorite community space and a perfect good night for budding book lovers.
It takes a graveyard to raise a child. Nobody Owens, known as Bod, is a normal boy. He would be completely normal if he didn't live in a
graveyard, being raised by ghosts, with a guardian who belongs to neither the world of the living nor the dead. There are adventures in the
graveyard for a boy—an ancient Indigo Man, a gateway to the abandoned city of ghouls, the strange and terrible Sleer. But if Bod leaves the
graveyard, he will be in danger from the man Jack—who has already killed Bod's family.
A brave mouse, a covetous rat, a wishful serving girl, and a princess named Pea come together in Kate DiCamillo's Newbery Medal–winning
tale. Welcome to the story of Despereaux Tilling, a mouse who is in love with music, stories, and a princess named Pea. It is also the story of
a rat called Roscuro, who lives in the darkness and covets a world filled with light. And it is the story of Miggery Sow, a slow-witted serving girl
who harbors a simple, impossible wish. These three characters are about to embark on a journey that will lead them down into a horrible
dungeon, up into a glittering castle, and, ultimately, into each other's lives. What happens then? As Kate DiCamillo would say: Reader, it is
your destiny to find out. With black-and-white illustrations and a refreshed cover by Timothy Basil Ering.
Books for All Kinds of Readers Read HowYouWant offers the widest selection of on-demand, accessible format editions on the market today.
Our 7 different sizes of EasyRead are optimized by increasing the font size and spacing between the words and the letters. We partner with
leading publishers around the globe. Our goal is to have accessible editions simultaneously released with publishers' new books so that all
readers can have access to the books they want to read. To find more books in your format visit www.readhowyouwant.com
Thirteen-year-old Bani, though born in Jerusalem, has lived from infancy with his uncle in beautiful Susa, the city of the Persian King
Artaxerxes. Now, his Uncle Nehemiah wants to leave his position of high honor as Cupbearer to the King to return to Jerusalem, a city in
ruins and beset by every kind of trouble! Nehemiah's request of the king, permission to return to help his own people, could so easily—in an
empire riddled with political intrigue—be misconstrued as treasonous scheming. Bani himself is given an unexpected part to play, the outcome
of which is to forever change his life. Seen through the eyes of Bani, this novel dramatizes a turning-point of history, in 445 BC,
when—through confrontation and daring risks—Judaism was re-established in the Promised Land, and purified for her unfolding mission.

Although Juan is a slave, a friendship develops between him and his benevolent master, the great Spanish artist Velazques, who
secretly teaches him to paint. A Newbery Medal Winner. Reissue.
Why did Leonardo da Vinci lavish three years on painting the second wife of an unimportant merchant when all the nobles of
Europe were begging for a portrait by his hand? In E. L. Konigsburg's intriguing novel, the answer lies with the complex
relationship between the genius, his morally questionable young apprentice, and a young duchess whose plain features belie the
sensitivity of her soul.
The story of a great painter and the slave he helped to become an artist.
A heartwarming, yet quirky, story about a boy called Jerry whose much-loved puppy, Ginger Pye, goes missing. Jerry and his
sister begin a desperate hunt for Ginger, who they're convinced has been stolen away by the stranger in the yellow hat. After
months of fruitless searching the children are about to give up hope when a chance gust of wind reveals the villain to the children
and Ginger Pye is saved. * A book which has stood the test of time and deals with the special relationship between a boy and his
dog in a fun and lively way
Booker Taliaferro Washington began life as a slave in Virginia shortly before emancipation, but rose to become one of the most
celebrated leaders the African American community has ever had. His principal occupation was as president of the Tuskegee
Institute, which he founded in 1881, but he earned national renown as an orator, writer and political advisor. His address at the
Atlanta Exposition was a pivotal moment in race relations in America. Washington believed deeply in the dignity of physical labor,
and that merit and talent are eventually rewarded regardless of race or class. The Tuskegee Institution was primarily a technical
college, and aimed to teach industrial skills in addition to academic training. Students built many of the buildings on the campus,
grew the food that was eaten there, and even made the furniture, tools and vehicles used by the school. Up from Slavery was
originally published as a serialized work in The Outlook, a Christian magazine based in New York, before being collected in a
single volume in 1901. This edition includes an introduction by Walter H. Page, a future U.S. ambassador to the United Kingdom.
This book is part of the Standard Ebooks project, which produces free public domain ebooks.
When he learns that his pregnant wife has been spirited off to a distant city, William responds as any man might—he drops
everything to pursue her. But as a fugitive slave in Antebellum America, he must run a terrifying gauntlet, eluding the many who
would re-enslave him while learning to trust the few who dare to aid him on his quest. Among those hunting William is Morrison, a
Scot who as a young man fled the miseries of his homeland only to discover even more brutal realities in the New World. Bearing
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many scars, including the loss of his beloved brother, Morrison tracks William for reasons of his own, a personal agenda rooted in
tragic events that have haunted him for decades. Following up on his award-winning debut, Gabriel’s Story, David Anthony
Durham presents another riveting tale, a brilliantly drawn portrait of America before the Civil War, and a provocative meditation on
racial identity, freedom and equality.
In turbulent sixteenth-century Japan, orphaned Taro is taken in by a general serving the great warlord Takeda Shingen and grows
up to become a samurai fighting for the enemies of his dead family. An ALA Notable Book. Reissue.
'Black but Human' is the first study to focus on the visual representations of African slaves and ex-slaves in Spain during the
Hapsburg dynasty. The Afro-Hispanic proverb 'Black but Human' is the main thread of the six chapters and serves as a lens
through which to explore the ways in which a certain visual representation of slavery both embodies and reproduces hegemonic
visions of enslaved and liberated Africans, and at the same time provides material for critical and emancipatory practices by AfroHispanics themselves. The African presence in the Iberian Peninsula between the late fifteenth century and the end of the
seventeenth century was as a result of the institutionalization of the local and transatlantic slave trades. In addition to the Moors,
Berbers and Turks born as slaves, there were approximately two million enslaved people in the kingdoms of Castile, Aragon and
Portugal. The 'Black but Human' topos that emerges from the African work songs and poems written by Afro-Hispanics encodes
the multi-layered processes through which a black emancipatory subject emerges and a 'black nation' forges a collective
resistance. It is visually articulated by Afro-Hispanic and Spanish artists in religious paintings and in the genres of self-portraiture
and portraiture. This extraordinary imagery coexists with the stereotypical representations of African slaves and ex-slaves by
Spanish sculptors, engravers, jewellers, and painters mainly in the religious visual form and by European draftsmen and
miniaturists, in their landscape drawings and sketches for costume books.
What happens when a thoroughly twentieth-century American lady journalist becomes a Mexican señora in nineteen-thirties'
provincial Monterrey? She finds herself-sometimes hilariously-coping with servants, daily food allowances, bargaining, and
dramatic Latin emotions. In this vivid autobiography, Newbery Award winning author Elizabeth Borton de Treviño brings to life her
experiences with the culture and the faith of a civilization so close to the United States, but rarely appreciated or understood. This
special young people's edition presents the humor and the insights of a remarkable woman and her contact with an era which is
now past, but not to be forgotten.
The first book to focus on the individualized portrayal of enslaved people from the late sixteenth century to abolition in 1888.
This book presents the basic concepts for understanding and practicing breast pathology in routine practice. It explains how to
tackle the diagnosis, emphasizing diagnostic clues for each entity as well as pitfalls and mimickers. Each chapter has concise,
relevant text illustrated by numerous high-quality pictures highlighting the pearls and challenges in the diagnosis of breast lesions.
Experts from around the world describe common and rarer conditions affecting the breast. Histology, immunohistochemistry,
cytology, radiology and key morphologic criteria are covered. The book includes a chapter dedicated to breast normal histology,
which is very important for understanding breast pathology, and a separate chapter for breast radiology, which is essential in
understanding and diagnosing the breast lesions especially in a multidisciplinary team. Also, there is a chapter with the latest TNM
staging system as well as the recently revised World Health Organization classification of breast tumors. Since in many breast
units the cytology is still used to diagnose breast lesions there is a chapter dedicated to this technique. This book is aimed at
trainees and practicing pathologists in surgical pathology, particularly those with an interest in breast pathology and those tackling
the daily sign-out.
Juan is first the slave, then the friend, of Velazquez
HOW HAD MRS. OLINSKI CHOSEN her sixth-grade Academic Bowl team? She had a number of answers. But were any of them
true? How had she really chosen Noah and Nadia and Ethan and Julian? And why did they make such a good team? It was a
surprise to a lot of people when Mrs. Olinski's team won the sixth-grade Academic Bowl contest at Epiphany Middle School. It was
an even bigger surprise when they beat the seventh grade and the eighth grade, too. And when they went on to even greater
victories, everyone began to ask: How did it happen? It happened at least partly because Noah had been the best man (quite by
accident) at the wedding of Ethan's grandmother and Nadia's grandfather. It happened because Nadia discovered that she could
not let a lot of baby turtles die. It happened when Ethan could not let Julian face disaster alone. And it happened because Julian
valued something important in himself and saw in the other three something he also valued. Mrs. Olinski, returning to teaching
after having been injured in an automobile accident, found that her Academic Bowl team became her answer to finding confidence
and success. What she did not know, at least at first, was that her team knew more than she did the answer to why they had been
chosen. This is a tale about a team, a class, a school, a series of contests and, set in the midst of this, four jewel-like short stories
-- one for each of the team members -- that ask questions and demonstrate surprising answers.
Disgraced by Ayad Akhtar is the winner of the Pulitzer Prize for Drama, 2013. New York. Today. Corporate lawyer Amir Kapoor is
happy, in love, and about to land the biggest career promotion of his life. But beneath the veneer, success has come at a price.
When Amir and his artist wife, Emily, host an intimate dinner party at their Upper East Side apartment, what starts out as a friendly
conversation soon escalates into something far more damaging. After taking US audiences by storm in a sold out run in New York,
Disgraced transferred to the Bush Theatre in London in 2013.
A Newbery Medal winning modern classic about a racially divided small town and a boy who runs. Jeffrey Lionel "Maniac" Magee
might have lived a normal life if a freak accident hadn't made him an orphan. After living with his unhappy and uptight aunt and
uncle for eight years, he decides to run--and not just run away, but run. This is where the myth of Maniac Magee begins, as he
changes the lives of a racially divided small town with his amazing and legendary feats.
A life lesson that all parents want their children to learn: It’s OK to make a mistake. In fact, hooray for mistakes! A mistake is an
adventure in creativity, a portal of discovery. A spill doesn’t ruin a drawing—not when it becomes the shape of a goofy animal. And
an accidental tear in your paper? Don’t be upset about it when you can turn it into the roaring mouth of an alligator. An award
winning, best-selling, one-of-a-kind interactive book, Beautiful Oops! shows young readers how every mistake is an opportunity to
make something beautiful. A singular work of imagination, creativity, and paper engineering, Beautiful Oops! is filled with pop-ups,
lift-the-flaps, tears, holes, overlays, bends, smudges, and even an accordion “telescope”—each demonstrating the magical
transformation from blunder to wonder.
The visionary author’s masterpiece pulls us—along with her Black female hero—through time to face the horrors of slavery and explore the
impacts of racism, sexism, and white supremacy then and now. Dana, a modern black woman, is celebrating her twenty-sixth birthday with
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her new husband when she is snatched abruptly from her home in California and transported to the antebellum South. Rufus, the white son of
a plantation owner, is drowning, and Dana has been summoned to save him. Dana is drawn back repeatedly through time to the slave
quarters, and each time the stay grows longer, more arduous, and more dangerous until it is uncertain whether or not Dana's life will end,
long before it has a chance to begin.
Let history come to life - just the way it should do.Read the stories of the reformers in the 16th and 17th centuries who changed the face of
the Christian church forever.Meet the German monk, the French scholar, and the Scottish tutor who protested corruption in the church. Get to
know the queens and explorers who risked everything for the freedom to worship according to their consciences.It was a time of war and
upheaval, but also a time of promise and hope. From Erasmus and Luther to Katherine Parr and William Bradford, God used different
personalities in different places to bring sweeping changes to church government and the way we worship. Learn from their mistakes and be
encouraged by their amazing strengths and gifts. Extra features throughout this book look deeper into issues such as the Scientific
Revolution, wars of religion, the Puritans, and the settling of the Americas. This is the third book in a series intended to cover the history of
the Christian church through its people and key events. They are written with 9-14 year olds in mind but the modern, relaxed and enthusiastic
style is infectious. This is history without the wooliness - and with all the wonder.
Run away to the Metropolitan Museum of Art with E. L. Konigsburg’s beloved classic and Newbery Medal–winning novel From the Mixed-Up
Files of Mrs. Basil E. Frankweiler—now available in a deluxe keepsake edition! Claudia knew that she could never pull off the old-fashioned
kind of running away…so she decided to run not from somewhere but to somewhere. That was how Claudia and her brother, Jamie, ended up
living in the Metropolitan Museum of Art—and right in the middle of a mystery that made headlines. Celebrate the legacy of the Newbery
Medal–winning classic with this special edition.
Explains how comic book artists can master the fundamentals of anime sketching, storyboarding, and perspectives; demonstrating how to
reproduce popular characters, science-fiction and fantasy monsters and machines, and the genre's unique special effects. Original.
"A work from the Johnson Construction Co."
Maftu was afraid of the sea. It had taken his mother when he was a baby, and it seemed to him that the sea gods sought vengeance at
having been cheated of Mafatu. So, though he was the son of the Great Chief of Hikueru, a race of Polynesians who worshipped courage,
and he was named Stout Heart, he feared and avoided tha sea, till everyone branded him a coward. When he could no longer bear their
taunts and jibes, he determined to conquer that fear or be conquered-- so he went off in his canoe, alone except for his little dog and pet
albatross. A storm gave him his first challenge. Then days on a desert island found him resourceful beyond his own expectation. This is the
story of how his courage grew and how he finally returned home. This is a legend. It happened many years ago, but even today the people of
Hikueru sing this story and tell it over their evening fires.
A biography of Isaac Jogues, a French Jesuit priest who worked as a Catholic missionary among the native peoples of New France until he
was martyred in 1646.
A young boy is given the task of caretaker for an albino deer in the mountains of Mexico.
The management of quality and sustainability in higher education institutions ensures that proper standards are maintained. Such enforced
standardization allows for the highest caliber of training opportunities for various fields and disciplines. The Handbook of Research on Quality
Assurance and Value Management in Higher Education is an authoritative reference source for the latest scholarly research on quality
management and assurance programs and standards in college-level environments. Highlighting global perspectives on academic and
professional learning, this book is ideally designed for researchers, policy makers, practitioners, and professionals actively involved in the
field of higher education.
Into the Four-Story Mistake, an odd-looking house with a confused architectural history, move the Melendy family -- Mona, Rush, Randy,
Oliver, Father, and Cuffy, the housekeeper. Though disappointed about leaving their old brownstone in New York City, and apprehensive
about living the country life, the four Melendy kids soon settle into this unusual new home. Here, they become absorbed in the adventures of
the country, adjusting themselves with all their accustomed resourcefulness and discovering the many hidden attractions that the Four-Story
Mistake has to offer. The Four-Story Mistake is the second installment of Enright's Melendy Quartet, an engaging and warm series about the
close-knit Melendy family and their surprising adventures.
The Anglo-Saxon poem recounting the story of Beowulf's battle with the monster, Grendel, is retold in the style of modern verse
I, Juan de ParejaPerfection Learning
The story of a friendship between a 12-year-old boy and an immigrant handyman, almost wrecked by the good intentions of the townspeople.
A delightful adveture full of humor and heart set in Elizabethan England! Widge is an orphan with a rare talent for shorthand. His fearsome
master has just one demand: steal Shakespeare's play "Hamlet"--or else. Widge has no choice but to follow orders, so he works his way into
the heart of the Globe Theatre, where Shakespeare's players perform. As full of twists and turns as a London alleyway, this entertaining novel
is rich in period details, colorful characters, villainy, and drama. * "A fast-moving historical novel that introduces an important era with casual
familiarity." --School Library Journal, starred review "Readers will find much to like in Widge, and plenty to enjoy in this gleeful romp through
olde England" --Kirkus Reviews "Excels in the lively depictions of Elizabethan stagecraft and street life." --Publishers Weekly An ALA Notable
Book
Maia Wojciechowska's 1965 Newbery Medal winner about a young boy struggling with his father's legacy. Manolo was only three when his
father, the great bullfighter Juan Olivar, died. But Juan is never far from Manolo's consciousness--how could he be, with the entire town of
Arcangel waiting for the day Manolo will fulfill his father's legacy? But Manolo has a secret he dares to share with no one--he is a coward,
without afición, the love of the sport that enables a bullfighter to rise above his fear and face a raging bull. As the day when he must enter the
ring approaches, Manolo finds himself questioning which requires more courage: to follow in his father's legendary footsteps or to pursue his
own destiny?
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